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Our Mission

To provide treatment and
remediation to young children
diagnosed with Autism
Spectrum Disorders; to
provide training to those who
would offer such treatment; to
provide trained personnel for
the families of children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders;
and to offer these services to
low-income or economically

The Changing State of ABA: A Shared

Responsibility
by Hilary Baldi

Clinical Director

As the  California  state  funds
for developmental  disabilities
rapidly diminish, a  beacon of
hope  arises  for  families
seeking  treatment  for  their
children  with  ASD.  The
passage  of  Senate  Bill  946
requires health care providers
to  recognize  their  role  in
treating ASD.

In order for BIA to continue to
enjoy the freedom to dictate
how  we  provide  Applied
Behavioral  Analysis  (ABA)
services  to  our  clientele,  we
are  prepared  to  fight  to  the  finish  to  remain  an  entirely
independent, not-for-profit organization, where individualized and
rigorously monitored programs are the rule and not the exception.
With health care  providers  stepping up to  share  in the  role  of
providing critical treatment to children with ASD, a change in the
landscape of providers is inevitable. What should not be assumed
is  that  only  large  organizations  can  successfully  navigate  the
complex  road-map  toward  networking  "in-network"  with  health
care providers.

As  BIA  looks  ahead  to  the  second  half  of  2012,  we  remain
optimistic that with hard work and our community of supporters,
we will remain a viable and respected organization. Next year will
ring in 20 extraordinary years of rewarding work with the families
in  our community  and beyond.  We  look  forward to  celebrating
with all of you.
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Diana & Nina celebrating with their team (left to right) Regine, Talia, Valarie,
Hanna, Shanti, and Atzimba

disadvantaged families.
 

BIA RELIES ON YOUR
DONATIONS!

Your donations are used to
help subsidize our after-school
program, Clubhouse, whose
costs are not fully covered by
the Regional Center or tuition;
to help offset the 4.25% rate
cuts we have received due to
the state budget crisis; and to
help purchase specialized
educational materials that we
can loan to families during
their time in our program.
 
PLEASE consider making a
tax-deductible donation

TODAY!

 

 
BIA is a California 501(c)(3)

Non-Profit Corporation.

Employee Spotlight: Bay
Area!

ASHLYN PLACENCIA  

Ashlyn has been one of our
superstar BIA tutors for the
last 3 years. She works
tirelessly in classrooms, in
home programs, and at BIA's
Clubhouse program, and
shines in every setting. With
her seemingly endless
patience and positive attitude,
Ashlyn's clients surely feel her
unconditional love and joy she
gets from being with them
everyday. Ashlyn has been an
incredible asset to the BIA

KID-TASTIC STORY!

Diana & Nina: Birthday Gals! 
 

Since  September  2008,  BIA  began  working  with  twin  sisters,
Diana & Nina. It was then that their BIA Program Director, Shanti
Kilduff,  discovered that  she  shares  the  same  birthday  with  the
girls. It's been a tradition ever since for Diana & Nina's team to
throw  a  big  party  during  session  to  celebrate  the  twins'  and
Shanti's birthdays. It's not only a great way to practice birthday
social skills, but also a way to get together current and previous
team members who work (or have worked) closely with Diana &
Nina in helping them achieve their amazing successes. Here's to
more birthdays with even greater growth! 

PARENTING TIPS

Family Meetings: Order Out Of

Chaos 
By Lynne Royer, Former BIA Parent

Our son, Ethan, is a 3rd grader and formally an early intervention
client of BIA (age 2-5). He is now in a mainstream classroom with
an aide for part of the day and is performing at grade level. He
has  a  robust  behavioral  support  system  in  our  public  school
consisting of an aide, a  behaviorist, and an inclusion specialist.
However,  we  have  not  had  a  home  program  for  a  number  of
years, and this past fall, things started to get really stressful  at
home.
 
Our  son  was  yelling  and  using  rude  language  and  tone  with
everyone in the household--a lot! An outburst here or there you
can tolerate, but not a daily barrage of negative tone and content.
This led to my husband and I giving multiple timeouts and there
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team and we are lucky to
have her! 

Employee Spotlight:
Fresno!

BRIANNA HEBERT 

Brianna Hebert has been
employed as a tutor for BIA
since fall of 2008.  Brianna's
ability to build relationships
with each individual child she
encounters is extraordinary. 
There isn't a child that doesn't
light up and request a hug
whenever she walks into a
room.  Brianna consistently
goes above and beyond in all
that she is asked of by BIA. 
Brianna and her family
regularly participate in BIA
fundraisers and are advocates
for autism.  Brianna is a
valued and respected member
of the Fresno team.  Thank
you, Bri!

was too much escalation of negative consequences for negative
behavior. When I found myself looking forward to business trips so
I could escape the warfare, I knew it was time to bring in the big
guns--I called BIA.  After  a  couple  of phone  consultations,  they
recommended we try family meetings. BIA insightfully dialed in on
something that seemed a root cause of Ethan's negativity: he was
craving to have some control  over his environment. Yelling and
causing others to scurry and react is one way to exert control.
 

Ethan and his sister at the weekly family meeting 

At BIA's prompting, a few months ago we began having weekly
family meetings. Ethan loves them and they've helped us better
organize our family life. In the family meeting, we have ground
rules  that  we  review  at  the  beginning  of  each  meeting  (no
interrupting,  be  respectful,  no  getting  upset,  or  acting  out  of
anger). The consequence for not complying with the ground rules
is  the  meeting  ends  until  the  following  week.  This  is  quite
effective as Ethan loves the family meeting and does not want it
to end early so he acts very mature and respectful in the meeting.
As we go around the room, each person brings up a topic (and
they  don't  all  involve  Ethan).  We  each  talk  about  things  that
bother us or things we think need to be  addressed. Ethan was
able to express why he sometimes rudely disrupts a conversation
his dad and sister are having. Ethan reflected that he wanted to
be included in the joke or conversation. We set a goal for Ethan of
not yelling at or being rude to family members for the week. If he
complies then he earns a special reward of his choosing the next
weekend (such as riding BART).
 
I highly  recommend regular  family  meetings.  It  creates  a  safe
place for regular feedback between family members. It's helpful to
have  45  minutes  a  week  where  the  family  comes  together  to
discuss the goals and needs of each member and the family as a
whole.  The  structure  of  setting  short  term  goals  and  reward
systems  helps  Ethan  navigate  the  week  more  successfully  at
home. So there is a lot less yelling at home and it is less stressful
on everyone. 

The Hurdle of ABA Insurance Funding 
By Parents of a 3 year old son with ASD
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When your  child  is  diagnosed  with  ASD,  one  of the  last
things  you  feel  like  doing  is  fighting  with  your  health
insurance company to pay for ABA services. However, as our
son approached his third birthday and needed to transition
out of Regional Center care, we found ourselves in exactly
that situation. We learned that the school district we lived
in did not have a contract with BIA (so we would have to
switch ABA providers) and that we were likely to be offered
less  than  half  of  the  ABA  hours  he  had  been  receiving
through the Regional Center. If we didn't at least try to get
insurance coverage for ABA, we felt that we would be taking
a significant step backwards in the help that our son was
receiving (and in the progress he was making).

Since we wanted to be  prepared for our interactions with
our insurance carrier, it was clear that we would need to do
some  research  to  better  understand  our  rights.  We  had
heard  stories  of  ABA  coverage  denials,  misinformation,
delays of almost a year and the like, so we also wanted to
make sure  we understood the  proper steps for making a
claim  and,  in  particular,  the  process  for  appealing  any

denials - in other words, how to negotiate with our insurance carrier. We learned a lot by reading up,
signing onto online listserves, speaking with friends and contacts who had been through the process
before, and consulting with advocates and other experts.

As we began taking the steps to get ABA covered and began experiencing some of the hurdles that
we had heard about, we decided to hire  one of the  advocates we had spoken with to help us
navigate the confusing labyrinth of making a claim and pursuing the appeals process. Our advocate
helped to explain the process and requirements that our insurance carrier was insisting upon, and
helped us keep the overall  process moving. We were fortunate to have the support of our son's
pediatrician and were doubly fortunate to have BIA staff members on our side, working with us (and
our  carrier)  to  ensure  that  our  son's  therapy  was  supervised  by  an  appropriately  credentialed
individual and that his therapy otherwise met all the requirements.

Luckily, after years of generally fighting ABA claims, our carrier was in the process of negotiating a
settlement with the state Department of Managed Health Care and did not put up the fight we were
anticipating. We were able to receive approval for maintaining the same level of ABA hours that our
son had been receiving with the Regional Center. Amazingly, the whole process from the time we
first contacted the insurance carrier to the time we received approval took only a few months - quite
a feat in itself!

In the  end, perseverance, support  from others, and the  work of those who fought for insurance
coverage before us was what helped our family succeed in persuading our insurance carrier to cover
these essential  ABA services. We know that there may still  be tricky times ahead in getting the
necessary treatments for our son, but for now we are grateful for the opportunity our son has to
work with BIA.

Creative Solutions To Creating The Peer Dyad 
Featuring the Greenstone Family

By Anna Kern & Rachel Manfredi, BIA Program Directors

As we all know, having appropriate peer models for children who have Autism Spectrum Disorders is
a  critical  component to comprehensive  early intervention.  The frequency and constant  push for
peers who can join us at home for 45 minutes to 1 hour is tiring and can be near impossible. 
 
BIA's philosophy is to generalize skills with the following hierarchy:

1 friend 1-3x per week at home
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Different friends at home
Friends on fun outings
Friends in group settings

But... When this is not possible we welcome creative solutions. 
 

How About Sharing a Nanny?
The Greenstone family have 2 beautiful boys
who are both clients of BIA, Sam (age 2) and
Max (age 5).  They are a busy family with
careers, friends, and family.  With demanding
schedules,  they  teamed  up  with  another
neighborhood family to share a nanny.  The
second family has a son only a few months
younger than Sam.  The boys do everything
together: eat,  play,  take  walks to the  park
with BIA staff, and even work with a speech
therapist! 
 
 
 
 

It's a Win-Win!

The benefit to the neighborhood child is tremendous.  He has scaffolded and developmentally
appropriate activities to enrich his life every day.
The benefit to Sam and his team is equally valuable.  The rate of peer based opportunities for
social, play and communication is unquantifiable.  

In the end, both families benefit and are greatly indebted to the wonderful nanny who seamlessly
balances her time between the needs of 2 families and 2 intensive BIA programs. 
 
Start a Play Group!
For Max,  whose  peers  are  older  and tend to  be  enrolled  in  group  daycare  or  other  afternoon
activities, the Greenstones have arranged times with Max's school to implement a weekly, small play
group with his classmates.
 
BIA commends  the Greenstone family for working creatively, maintaining the constant coordination
of programs and families, and for their dedication to their sons' ongoing development. 
 
Other Creative Solutions Used by Past and Current BIA Families:

Speaking at their child's school parent meetings
Putting notes in all classmates' cubbies
Cozying up to neighbors
Sending emails to multiple families at a time sharing when you'll be at a park
Offering carpools
Being the ring leader in getting groups together to do community classes such as martial arts,
gymnastics, and swimming 
Taking trips with cousins or classmates

BIA COMMUNITY

Parent Involvement & Training at BIA

As most of you know, BIA places a great deal of emphasis on parent involvement in our programs. In
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addition to providing hands-on parent training and support in each child's home and community, BIA
provides the following services for parents and caregivers:
 
Parent Workshops
These are provided on a quarterly basis throughout the year at either our Bay Area office or at our
Fresno educational  center,  The  Village.  They  include  current  and past  parents  and,  sometimes,
friends  of current  parents.  Just  a  few of the  topics  covered include:  facilitating peer playdates,
developing  social  stories,  classroom  management  strategies,  and  a  parent  panel.  These  are
provided to BIA families at no charge. Contact your local BIA office for more information.
 
Regional Center Parent Training Classes
These are often a requirement for families who would like ABA services in their homes through their
local California state Regional Center. The class is titled "Practical Parenting with Behavior Principles"
and is an overview of regional center services, identifying the ABC's and functions of behavior, and
how  to  intervene  for  success.  It's  an  18-hour  course  that  is  currently  provided  several  times
throughout the  year at our Fresno Center, The Village (not available at BIA's Bay Area site). To
participate, parents must be referred through their regional center.  

Bowling with BIA!

On the eve of Daylight Savings Time (March 11th), BIA sprung forward and helped connect past and
current BIA families with each other! The BIA Board of Directors hosted a fun afternoon of mingling
and  bowling  at  the  AMF  Bowling  Center  in  Alameda.  Everyone  (especially  the  kids)  enjoyed
connecting with other BIA families, throwing some strikes, and even taking home a trophy! 

BIA SUPPORTERS
Thank you so much to those of you who donated to our 2011 Annual Fund. We sincerely appreciate
your support! We look forward to sharing the news of our achievements throughout the year!

To those who wish to donate, please click the Donate button at the top. We accept donations all
year!

ANNUAL FUND DONORS*

TEAM MATES ($1000 AND ABOVE)  
Cali Sutter Bottom 
Carolyn Klebanoff & Fred Cohen 
East Bay Community Fund - Lam Research Foundation Fund
GR Nemitz
Herb & Geri Thomas  
 
CLIMBERS ($500-$999) 
Bill & Xenia Royer  
Jane & Dwight Foster 
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Jesse Mainardi & Vivian Kwok
Kathryn & Greg Baldwin 

EXPLORERS ($250-$499)
Alison Fingerut
Binh Tran & Thu Phan
Daniel Wald
Gregory Hussa
Kristin & Charlie Chen
Laurent & Laurie Grangien
Lynn Thomas
Soresh Foundation
St. John's Presbyterian Church of Berkeley
Stephen Brotzman & Sigrid Van Bladel
Rosenberg Ach Foundation
The Walker Foundation 

FIRST STEPS ($100-$249)
Ann Glynn & Marc Friedenbach
Claire & Jay Michael
Eileen Glynn

Fran Tannenbaum Kaye & Brian Kaye 
Hong-Erh Liang & Lih-Yun Hsu
Jeana & Steve Holme
Jeff Zieba & Bronwen Morgan
Kathi O'Leary
Michelle & Sarath Boyapati
Shaleena Kumar
Van-Giang Nguyen & Tai Pham

BUILDING BLOCKS ($15-$99)
Craig & Lynne Cafferata
La Donna Ford
Lori Hagerty
Lynn Thomas
Jack Strelioff
Jack & Annette Heller
Jane Tishkoff
Jaynee Howe
John & Susan Glynn
Patrick & Lisa Ryan
Su-Moon Paik & Robert Brown
 
*Donors after our newsletter release date will be acknowledged in the next issue.

IN GRATITUDE

SERVICES DONATIONS  
Jewish Community High School of the Bay 
Piedmont Unified School District - Havens Elementary    
 
PROGRAM MATERIALS DONATIONS  
Shaleena Kumar  

CLUBHOUSE VOLUNTEERS   
Andrea Stroebel 
Dilara Silver
Libby Parker  
Rebecca Dollinger 
Sophie Marinoff
Zoe Morgan-Weinman 
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